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Abstract—As the Internet services spread all over the world, many kinds
and a large number of security threats are increasing. Therefore, intru-
sion detection systems, which can effectively detect intrusion accesses, have
attracted attention. This paper describes a novel fuzzy class-association-
rule mining method based on genetic network programming (GNP) for
detecting network intrusions. GNP is an evolutionary optimization tech-
nique, which uses directed graph structures instead of strings in genetic
algorithm or trees in genetic programming, which leads to enhancing the
representation ability with compact programs derived from the reusability
of nodes in a graph structure. By combining fuzzy set theory with GNP,
the proposed method can deal with the mixed database that contains both
discrete and continuous attributes and also extract many important class-
association rules that contribute to enhancing detection ability. Therefore,
the proposed method can be flexibly applied to both misuse and anomaly
detection in network-intrusion-detection problems. Experimental results
with KDD99Cup and DARPA98 databases from MIT Lincoln Laboratory
show that the proposed method provides competitively high detection rates
compared with other machine-learning techniques and GNP with crisp
data mining.

Index Terms—Class-association-rule mining, evolutionary computation,
fuzzy membership function, intrusion detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many kinds of systems over the Internet such as online shopping, In-
ternet banking, trading stocks and foreign exchange, and online auction
have been developed. However, due to the open society of the Inter-
net, the security of our computer systems and data is always at risk.
The extensive growth of the Internet has prompted network intrusion
detection to become a critical component of infrastructure protection
mechanisms. Network intrusion detection can be defined as identifying
a set of malicious actions that threaten the integrity, confidentiality, and
availability of a network resource [1], [2].

Intrusion detection is traditionally divided into two categories, i.e.,
misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse detection mainly
searches for specific patterns or sequences of programs and user behav-
iors that match well-known intrusion scenarios. While, anomaly detec-
tion develops models of normal network behaviors, and new intrusions
are detected by evaluating significant deviations from the normal be-
havior. The advantage of anomaly detection is that it may detect novel
intrusions that have not been observed yet.

While accuracy is the essential requirement of an intrusion-detection
system (IDS), its extensibility and adaptability are also critical in to-
day’s network computing environment [3]. Currently, building an effec-
tive IDS is an enormous knowledge engineering task. System builders
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rely on their intuition and experience to select the statistical measures
for anomaly detection. Experts first analyze and categorize attack sce-
narios and system vulnerabilities, and hand-code the corresponding
rules and patterns for misuse detection. Because of the manual and ad
hoc nature of the development process, such IDS has limited extensi-
bility and adaptability.

An basic premise for intrusion detection is that when audit mecha-
nisms are enabled to record system events, distinct evidence of legiti-
mate activities and intrusions will be manifested in the audit data [4].
Because of the large amount of audit records and the variety of system
features, efficient and intelligent data analysis tools are required to dis-
cover the behavior of system activities. KDD99Cup [5] dataset and the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) datasets pro-
vided by MIT Lincoln Laboratory [6] are widely used as training and
testing datasets for the evaluation of IDSs [4], [7]–[9]. An evolutionary
neural network is introduced in [10] and networks for each specific
system-call-level audit data (e.g., ps, su, ping, etc.) are evolved. Parikh
and Chen [11] discussed a classification system using several sets of
neural networks for specific classes and also proposed a technique of
cost minimization in the intrusion-detection problems.

Data mining generally refers to the process of extracting useful
rules from large stores of data. The recent rapid development in data
mining contributes to developing wide variety of algorithms suitable
for network-intrusion-detection problems. Intrusion detection can be
thought of as a classification problem: we wish to classify each audit
record into one of discrete sets of possible categories, normal or a
particular kind of intrusion [12], [13].

As one of the most popular data mining methods for wide range
of applications, association-rule mining is used to discover association
rules or correlations among a set of attributes in a dataset. The rela-
tionship between datasets can be represented as association rules. An
association rule is expressed by X ⇒ Y , where X and Y contain a set
of attributes. This means that if a tuple satisfies X , it is also likely to
satisfy Y . The most popular model for mining association rules from
databases is the a priori algorithm [14]. This algorithm measures the
importance of association rules with two factors: support and confi-
dence. However, this algorithm may suffer form large computational
complexity for rule extraction from a dense database.

In order to discover interesting rules from a dense database, genetic
algorithm (GA) [15], [16] and genetic programming (GP) [17], [18]
have been applied to association-rule mining. In the GA, the method
evolves the rules during generations and individuals or population
themselves represent the association relationships [19]. However, it
is not easy for GA to extract enough number of interesting rules, be-
cause a rule is represented as an individual of GA. GP improves the
interpretability of GA by replacing the gene structures with the tree
structures, which enables higher representation ability of association
rules [20], [21].

As an extended evolutionary algorithm of GA and GP, genetic net-
work programming (GNP) that represents its solutions using directed
graph structures has been proposed [22]–[25]. Originally, GNP is ap-
plied to dynamic problems based on inherent features of the graph
structure such as reusability of nodes like automatically defined func-
tions (ADFs) in GP, a compact structure without bloat and applicability
to partially observable Markov decision process. However, to extend
the applicable fields of GNP, an association-rule mining technique
using GNP has been developed [26]. The advantage of association-rule
mining methods is to extract sufficient number of important rules for
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user’s purpose rather than to extract all the rules meeting the criteria.
Like most of the existing association-rule mining algorithms, conven-
tional association-rule mining based on GNP is able to extract rules
with attributes of binary values. However, in real-world applications,
databases are more likely to be composed of both binary and continuous
values.

This paper describes a novel fuzzy class-association-rule mining
method based on GNP and its application to intrusion detection. By
combining fuzzy set theory with GNP, the proposed method can deal
with the mixed database that contains both discrete and continuous
attributes. Such mixed database is normal in real-world applications
and GNP can extract rules that include both discrete and continu-
ous attributes consistently. The initiative of combining association-
rule mining with fuzzy set theory has been applied more frequently
in recent years. The original idea comes from dealing with quanti-
tative attributes in a database, where discretization of the quantita-
tive attributes into intervals would lead to under- or overestimate the
values that are near the borders. This is called the sharp boundary
problem. Fuzzy sets can help us to overcome this problem by al-
lowing different degrees of memberships. Compared with traditional
association rules with crisp sets, fuzzy rules provide good linguistic
explanation.

Here, the concept of GNP-based fuzzy class-association-rule min-
ing is introduced in detail. The fuzzy membership values are used for
fuzzy rule extraction, and subattribute-utilization mechanism is pro-
posed to avoid the information loss. Meanwhile, a new GNP structure
for association-rule mining is built up so as to conduct the rule extrac-
tion step. In addition, a new fitness function that provides the flexibility
of mining more new rules and mining rules with higher accuracy is
given in order to adapt to different kinds of detection. After the extrac-
tion of class-association rules, these rules are used for classification.
In this paper, two kinds of classifiers are built up for misuse detec-
tion and anomaly detection, respectively, in order to classify new data
correctly.

For misuse detection, the normal-pattern rules and intrusion-pattern
rules are extracted from the training dataset. Classifiers are built up
according to these extracted rules. While, for anomaly detection, we
focus on extracting as many normal-pattern rules as possible. Extracted
normal-pattern rules are used to detect novel or unknown intrusions by
evaluating the deviation from the normal behavior [27]. The features
of the proposed method are summarized as follows.

1) GNP-based fuzzy class-association-rule mining can deal with
both discrete and continuous attributes in the database, which is
practically useful for real network-related databases.

2) Subattribute utilization considers all discrete and continuous at-
tribute values as information, which contributes to avoid data
loss and effective rule mining in GNP.

3) The proposed fitness function contributes to mining more new
rules with higher accuracy.

4) The proposed framework for intrusion detection can be flexibly
applied to both misuse and anomaly detection with specific-
designed classifiers.

5) Experienced knowledge on intrusion patterns is not required be-
fore the training.

6) High detection rates (DRs) are obtained in both misuse detection
and anomaly detection.

The paper is organized as follows. The background information of
GNP and class-association-rule mining is overviewed in Section II, and
GNP-based fuzzy class-association-rule mining is explained in detail in
Section III. Section IV describes the specific classification methods for
misuse and anomaly detection based on the extracted class-association
rules by GNP. Simulation results with two databases KDD99Cup and

Fig. 1. Basic structure of GNP individual.

DARPA98 are given in Section V. Finally, the conclusions and future
work are mentioned in Section VI.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE RULE MINING BASED ON GNP

A class-association-rule mining algorithm based on GNP has been
proposed [26]. In this section, the outline of GNP and its class-
association-rule mining is briefly reviewed.

A. Framework of GNP

GNP is one of the evolutionary optimization techniques, which uses
directed graph structures instead of strings and trees. The phenotype and
genotype expressions of GNP are shown in Fig. 1. GNP is composed of
three types of nodes: start node, judgment node, and processing node.
Judgment nodes, J1 , J2 , . . . , Jm (m is the total number of judgment
functions), serve as decision functions that return judgment results so
as to determine the next node. Processing nodes, P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn (n is
the total number of processing functions), serve as action/processing
functions. The practical roles of these nodes are predefined and stored
in the function library by supervisors. Once GNP is booted up, the
execution starts from the start node, then the next node to be executed is
determined according to the connection between nodes and a judgment
result of the current activated node.

Fig. 1 also describes the gene of a node in a GNP individual. NTi

represents the node type such as 0 for start node, 1 for judgment node
and 2 for processing node. IDi serves as an identification number of
a judgment or processing node, for example, NTi = 1 and IDi = 2
represents node function J2 . Ci1 , Ci2 , . . . , denote the node numbers
connected from node i. The total number of nodes in an individual
remains the same during every generation.

Three kinds of genetic operators, i.e., selection, mutation, and
crossover, are implemented in GNP [22].

1) Selection: Individuals are selected according to their fitness.
2) Crossover: Two new offspring are generated from two parents

by exchanging the genetic information. The selected nodes and
their connections are swapped each other by crossover rate Pc .

3) Mutation: One new individual is generated from one original in-
dividual by the following operators. Each node branch is selected
with the probability Pm 1 and reconnected to another node. Each
node function is selected with the probability Pm 2 and changed
to another one.
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Fig. 2. Node transition to find class-association rules.

B. Class-Association-Rule Mining

The following is a statement of association-rule mining [28]. Let
I = {A1 , A2 , . . . , Al} be a set of literals, called items or attributes.
Let G be a set of tuples, where each tuple T is a set of attributes such
that T ⊆ I. Let TID be an ID number associated with each tuple. A
tuple T contains X, a set of some attributes in I, if X ⊆ T . An association
rule is an implication of the form X ⇒ Y , where X ⊂ I , Y ⊂ I , and
X ∩ Y = ∅. X is called antecedent and Y is called consequent of the
rule. If the fraction of tuples containing X in G equals x, then we say
that support(X) = x. The rule X ⇒ Y has a measure of its strength
called confidence defined by support(X ∪ Y )/support(X).

Calculation of χ2 value of rule X ⇒ Y is shown as follows. Assume
support(X) = x, support(Y ) = y, support(X ∪ Y ) = z, and the
total number of tuples is N . We can calculate χ2 as

χ2 =
N (z − xy)2

xy(1 − x)(1 − y)
. (1)

If χ2 is higher than a cutoff value, we should reject the assumption
that X and Y are independent (3.84 at the 95% significance level or 6.64
at the 99% significance level).

Let Ai be an attribute in a database with value 1 or 0, and k be class
labels. Then, a class-association rule can be represented by

(Ap = 1) ∧ · · · ∧ (Aq = 1) ⇒ (C = k)k ∈ {0, 1}

as a special case of the association rule X ⇒ Y with fixed consequent
C.

In this paper, class-association rules satisfying the following are
defined as important rules:

χ2 > χ2
m in (2)

support ≥ supm in (3)

confidence ≥ confm in (4)

where χ2
m in , supm in , and confm in are the minimum χ2 , minimum

support, and minimum confidence, respectively given in advance.

C. GNP-Based Class-Association Rule

1) How to Represent Association Rules: A judgment node in GNP
has a role in checking an attribute value in a tuple [26]. Candidate class-
association rules are represented by the connections of judgment nodes.
An example of the representation is shown in Fig. 2. Processing node
P1 serves as the beginning of class-association rules. A1 = 1, A2 = 1,
and A3 = 1 denote the judgment functions. If a tuple satisfies the
condition of the judgment function, Yes-side branch is selected and
the condition of the next judgment function is examined in order to
find longer rules. No-side is connected to processing node P2 to start
examining other rules. Therefore, the branch from the judgment node

Fig. 3. Example of raw network database.

represents the antecedent part of class-association rules, while the fixed
consequent part can be predefined.

For example, the class-association rules such as
(A1 = 1) ⇒ (C = 1)
(A1 = 1) ∧ (A2 = 1) ⇒ (C = 1)
(A1 = 1) ∧ (A2 = 1) ∧ (A3 = 1) ⇒ (C = 1)
(A1 = 1) ⇒ (C = 0)
(A1 = 1) ∧ (A2 = 1) ⇒ (C = 0)
(A1 = 1) ∧ (A2 = 1) ∧ (A3 = 1) ⇒ (C = 0)

are examined by the node transition in Fig. 2.
The procedure of examining tuples is as follows. The first tuple in

the database is read and the node transition starts from processing node
P1 . Then, if Yes-side branch is selected, the current node is transferred
to the next judgment node. If No-side branch is selected, the current
node is transferred to processing node P2 to find other rules. The
same procedure is repeated until the node transition started from the
last processing node Pn is finished. After examining the first tuple in
the database, the second tuple is read and the node transition starts
from processing node P1 again. Finally, all the tuples are examined by
repeating the above node transitions. Note that the number of judgment
functions (J1 , J2 , . . .) equals the number of attributes (A1 , A2 , . . .) in
the database.

2) How to Calculate Measurements of Association Rules: In Fig. 2,
N is the total number of tuples. a, b, and c are the numbers of tuples
moving to Yes-side at judgment nodes J1 , J2 , and J3 , respectively.
a(1), b(1), and c(1) are the numbers of tuples in class 1 moving to
Yes-side at the judgment nodes, respectively. Actually, the processing
node from which the node transition starts saves the counted numbers
and calculates the measurements. For example, in the case of the rule
(A1 = 1) ⇒ (C = 1), the support is a(1)/N and the confidence is
a(1)/a. In the case of (A1 = 1) ∧ (A2 = 1) ∧ (A3 = 1) ⇒ (C = 1),
the support is c(1)/N and the confidence is c(1)/c. χ2 values are also
calculated by (1) using the above values.

The distinguished feature of GNP is reusability of nodes based on the
graph structure, so the nodes used in a certain transition can be shared
with other node transitions. As a result, many kinds of association rules
can be extracted by compact structures.

In addition, the extracted rules that satisfy the conditions of the
measurements are stored in an association rule pool every generation.
Therefore, the rule extraction of GNP is carried out throughout the
generations in order to create the rule pool with sufficient rules. In
other words, the aim of GNP is not to create the optimal individual that
can extract good rules, but to extract many good rules by making use of
all the individuals in all the generations and store the rules in the pool.

III. GNP-BASED FUZZY CLASS-ASSOCIATION-RULE MINING WITH

SUBATTRIBUTE UTILIZATION

A. Data Preprocessing

The DARPA98 training data includes “list file,” which identifies
each network connection’s time stamps, service type, source IP ad-
dress, source port, destination IP address, destination port and the type
of each attack as shown in Fig. 3. However, some intrinsic features and
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Fig. 4. Example of subattribute utilization.

time-based features of the network connection [29], which are impor-
tant for intrusion detection are not included. We used tcptrace utility
software [30] to extract information on packets to construct new in-
trinsic features such as data bytes, SYN and FIN packets flowing from
the source to the destination as well as from the destination to the
source. This information was combined with the original list file by
matching the time stamp to form the new network connection data.
This technique was also used in constructing KDDCup99 data [5], but
this dataset lacks time information.

After getting more intrinsic features for each connection, we used a
time window of two seconds to get time-based features that count var-
ious characteristics in previous two-second connections. These time-
based features include the following: the number of connections to the
same service, the percentage of the connections having “SYN” error
and “REJ” error to the same service and to the different service; the
number of connections to the same host, the percentage of the con-
nections having “SYN” error and “REJ” error to the same host and to
the different host. After the data preprocessing for each network con-
nection, 30 attributes including the list file features, intrinsic features
and time based features are obtained. Another database KDD99CUP
originally includes 41 attributes that do not need data preprocessing.

B. Subattribute Utilization

Network connection data have their own characteristics, such as dis-
crete and continuous attributes, and these attribute values are important
information that cannot be lost.

We introduce a subattribute-utilization mechanism concerning bi-
nary, symbolic, and continuous attributes to keep the completeness
of data information. Binary attributes are divided into two subat-
tributes corresponding to judgment functions. For example, binary
attribute A1 (=land) was divided into A′

11 (representing land= 1) and
A′

12 (representing land= 0). The symbolic attribute was divided into
several subattributes, while the continuous attribute was also divided
into three subattributes concerning the values represented by linguistic
terms (low, middle, and high) of fuzzy membership functions prede-
fined for each continuous attribute. Fig. 4 shows a division example of
the three attributes. In the conventional GNP-based class-association-
rule mining, only discrete attributes with value 1 are considered. In the
proposed method, all the values such as 0 and 1 for binary attributes
and text values for symbolic attributes are considered. Discussion on
how to deal with continuous attributes will be given in the next section.

C. Fuzzy Membership Function for Continuous Attributes and Node
Transition

Each value of continuous attributes in the database is transformed
into three linguistic terms (low, middle, and high). In other words,
each continuous attribute is divided into three subattributes with lin-
guistic terms. A predefined membership function is assigned to each

Fig. 5. Definition of the fuzzy membership function.

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF A SMALL DATABASE

Fig. 6. Membership function for attribute A1 .

Fig. 7. Membership function for attribute A2 .

TABLE II
DATABASE WITH FUZZY MEMBERSHIP VALUES

continuous attribute and the linguistic terms can be expressed by the
membership function shown in Fig. 5. The parameters α, β, and γ in a
fuzzy membership function for attribute Ai are set as follows:

β = average value of attribute Ai in the database;
γ = the largest value of attribute Ai in the database;
α + γ = 2β.
Table I shows an example of a small database with two continu-

ous attributes. Figs. 6 and 7 show the fuzzy membership functions for
attribute A1 and A2 , respectively. Table II shows the database with
fuzzy membership values after the transformation using the member-
ship functions.
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Fig. 8. Example of node transition in fuzzy class-association-rule mining
based on GNP.

When a judgment node represents a continuous attribute Ai with lin-
guistic terms Qi ∈ {Low, Middle, High}, the fuzzy membership value
is employed to determine the transition from the current judgment node
to the next node. In detail, the membership value of the fuzzy attribute
Ai with the linguistic term Qi is regarded as a probability of going to
Yes-side of the branch. For example, when the first tuple (TID= 1) in
Table II is being examined, the judgment node that examines A′

11 se-
lects Yes-side branch with 100% because the fuzzy membership value
is 1.0.

D. Rule Extraction by GNP With Fuzzy Membership Functions

GNP examines the attributes of tuples at judgment nodes and calcu-
lates the measurements of association rules at processing nodes [26].
Judgment nodes judge the values of the assigned subattributes, e.g.,
Land= 1, Protocol=tcp, etc. The GNP-based fuzzy class-association-
rule mining with subattribute utilization successfully combines discrete
and continuous values in a single rule. An example of the node transi-
tion in the proposed method is shown in Fig. 8.

P1 is a processing node that serves as a starting point of class-
association rules and connects to a judgment node. The Yes-side of
the judgment node is connected to another judgment node, while the
No-side is connected to the next processing node. Judgment nodes
shown here have the functions that examine the subattributes including
both discrete and continuous attributes. In Fig. 8, judgment node J1

examines the value of the binary subattribute land= 1, J2 examines the
value of the symbol subattribute protocol=tcp, and J3 examines the
fuzzy membership value of the continuous subattribute count=Low.
In the case of binary and discrete attributes (J1 and J2 ), GNP selects
Yes-side branch and goes to the next judgment node if “land = 1 is
Yes” or “count=Low is Yes,” otherwise, the current node is transferred
to processing node P2 to start examining other rules. In the case of
continuous attribute (J3 ), after calculating the fuzzy membership value
of the subattribute, the value is regarded as a probability of selecting
Yes-side branch. When No-side branch is selected, the current node is
transferred to processing node P2 .

The total number of tuples moving to Yes-side at each judgment
node is memorized in the processing node from which the node tran-
sition/rule extraction starts. In Fig. 8, N is the number of total tuples
in the database, and a, b, and c are the number of tuples moving to
Yes-side at each judgment node. The procedure of reading tuples and
the node transition has been explained in Section II-C.1.

In an application of misuse detection, the training database contains
both normal connections and several kinds of intrusion connections.
Thus, GNP examines all the tuples of the connections in the database
and counts the numbers a, b, c, a(1), b(1), c(1), a(2), b(2), and c(2),
where a, b, and c are the numbers of tuples moving to Yes-side at the
judgment nodes, a(1), b(1), and c(1) are those with class C = 1 (nor-

TABLE III
MEASURES OF CLASS-ASSOCIATION RULES

Fig. 9. Update of fuzzy rules in a rule pool every generation.

mal) and a(2), b(2), and c(2) are those with class C = 2 (intrusion).
Then, the criteria of sup > 0.25, conf > 0.6, and χ2 > 6.64 are used
to pick up the rules to be stored in two independent rule pools; normal
rule pool and intrusion rule pool. Table III shows how to calculate sup-
port and confidence values of class-association rules involved in Fig 8.
χ2 is calculated by (1).

In another application of anomaly detection, the training database
used in this paper includes normal connections only. In this case, confi-
dence is always one, so support is used as the criteria to extract impor-
tant normal class-association rules. Rules with support values greater
than 0.5 are extracted as important class-association rules of normal
behaviors in the belief that frequent normal patterns should occur more
than one half. These rules are stored in the normal rule pool.

E. Updating Fuzzy Rules in a Rule Pool

The extracted fuzzy class-association rules are stored in a rule pool
through generations, as shown in Fig. 9. When an important rule is
extracted by GNP, it is stored in the pool with its support, confidence,
χ2 value, and the parameters of the fuzzy membership function. Oc-
casionally, a fuzzy rule already stored in the pool would be extracted
again. In that case, the membership function and χ2 value might be
changed. If the fuzzy rule has higher χ2 value, it will replace the same
old fuzzy rule in the pool along with its fuzzy parameters. Therefore,
the pool is updated every generation and only important fuzzy rules
with higher χ2 values and better-adapted fuzzy parameters are stored.

F. Fitness and Genetic Operation

Before defining the fitness of an individual, the fitness of extracted
rule r is defined as follows:

fitnessr =
Ntc

Nt
− Nni

Nn
(5)
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where
Ntc the number of connections correctly detected by rule r;
Nt the number of connections in the training data;
Nni the number of normal connections incorrectly detected

by rule r;
Nn the number of normal connections in the training data. Each

obtained rule is checked by the training data to get the fitness value.
The scale of the fitness value is [–1, 1]. Higher fitness of a rule results
in high DR and low positive false rate (PFR), which means the rate of
incorrectly assigning normal connections to a intrusion class. On the
other hand, lower fitness results in low DR and high PFR.

When a rule is extracted by GNP, the overlap of the attributes
between the rule and the already stored rules is checked to confirm
whether the rule is newly extracted or not. The fitness of a GNP indi-
vidual for network intrusion problems is defined by

F =
∑
r∈R

{w1 ∗ fitnessr + w2 ∗ αnew (r)} (6)

where
R set of suffixes of association rules extractedby the

individual;

αnew (r) =
{

αnew , if rule r is new
0, otherwise;

w1 , w2 control parameters.
In the case of misuse detection, the training data contain both nor-

mal and intrusion connections; therefore, we place more emphasis on
mining high-accuracy rules rather than a large amount of rules using
relatively high w1 value and low w2 value. However, for anomaly de-
tection, the training data contain only normal connections, and it is
important to find as many normal rules as possible in order to explore
the normal space, which leads to relatively low w1 value and high w2

value. The effect of these control parameters will be discussed in detail
in Section V-C.

Every generation, individuals are replaced with the new ones by the
following genetic operators in order to obtain more class-association
rules.

1) Selection: The individuals are ranked by their fitness, and top 1/3
individuals with higher fitness are selected and reproduced three
times for obtaining crossover individuals, mutation-1 individuals
and mutation-2 individuals.

2) Crossover: First, a pair of individuals is determined by selecting
two individuals from the reproduced individuals for crossover.
Note that once the individuals are selected for making a pair, they
will not be selected again to make other pairs. Then, the above
procedure is repeated until no individuals for making pairs are
remained. Finally, in each pair, each node i is selected as a
crossover node with crossover rate Pc , and the genes of the
selected crossover nodes are exchanged.

3) Mutation-1: Each connection of judgment nodes of mutation-1
individuals is randomly reconnected to another judgment node
with mutation rate Pm 1 .

4) Mutation-2: Each judgment function/subattribute of mutation-2
individuals is randomly changed to another one with mutation
rate Pm 2 .

IV. CLASSIFICATION METHODS BY GNP-BASED FUZZY

CLASS-ASSOCIATION RULES

As this GNP-based fuzzy class-association approach is designed for
databases containing both discrete and continuous attributes, specific
classification methods are proposed.

Fig. 10. Example of misuse detection classifier.

A. Matching Degree Between Rules and New Connection Data

The matching degree between the continuous attribute Ai with lin-
guistic term Qi in rule r in class k and the value ai of attribute Ai of a
testing data is defined as

MatchDegreek (Qi , ai ) = FQ i
(ai ) (7)

where FQ i
represents the membership function for linguistic term Qi .

Then, the matching between rule r in class k (including p continuous
attributes and q discrete attributes) and new unlabeled connection d is
defined as

Matchk (d, r) =
1

p + q

(∑
i∈ CA

MatchDegreek (Qi , ai ) + t

)
(8)

where
i index of continuous attributes in rule r;
CA set of suffixes of continuous attributes in rule r;
p the number of continuous attributes in rule r;
q the number of discrete attributes in rule r;
t the number of matched discrete attributes with new

unlabeled connection d in rule r.
Matchk (d, r) ranges from 0 to 1. If Matchk (d, r) equals 1.0, rule

r matches connection data d completely. Else if Matchk (d, r) equals
0, rule r does not match connection data d at all. Then, the average
matching between connection data d and all the rules in class k in a
certain rule pool is defined as

MATCHk (d) =
1

|Rk |
∑
r∈R k

Matchk (d, r) (9)

where Rk is a set of suffixes of the extracted rules in class k in the rule
pool.

B. Classifier for Misuse Detection

The classifier for misuse detection calculates the average matching
between new connection data dnew and all the rules in the normal rule
pool, i.e., MATCHn (dnew ), by (9) and the average matching between
new connection data dnew and all the rules in the intrusion rule pool,
i.e., MATCHi (dnew ). If MATCHn (dnew ) ≥ MATCHi (dnew ), new
connection data dnew is labeled as normal. If MATCHn (dnew ) <
MATCHi (dnew ), new data dnew is labeled as intrusion.

Fig. 10 gives an example of the misuse detection classifier. Because
the matching between the data and the normal rule pool is greater than
the matching between the data and the intrusion rule pool, the data will
be classified as normal.

C. Classifier for Anomaly Detection

First, the matching between each training data d of the normal con-
nections and the rules in the normal rule pool, i.e., MATCHn (d), is cal-
culated by (9). Then, mean μ and standard deviation σ of MATCHn (d)
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Fig. 11. Example of the distribution of the matching.

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS SETTING OF GNP

of all the training data are calculated. Fig. 11 shows an example of the
distribution of the training data of the normal connections in terms of
the matching values.

In the testing period, when a new unlabeled connection data comes,
the matching between the new data dnew and the rules in the normal
rule pool is calculated by (9). If MATCHn (dnew ) < (μ − kσ), the
connection is labeled as intrusion. If MATCHn (dnew ) ≥ (μ − kσ),
it is labeled as normal. By adjusting parameter k, we can balance the
PFR and negative false rate (NFR). The results obtained by the classifier
with different k values are shown in Section V-B.

By using GNP-based fuzzy class-association-rule mining, a large
number of rules related to normal behaviors can be obtained in order to
cover the space of the normal connections, and any significant deviation
from the normal space is viewed as an intrusion.

V. SIMULATIONS

In this section, the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
method are studied using KDD99Cup and DARPA98 database. The
parameter setting of GNP for all the simulations is shown in Table IV.

A. Misuse Detection

The proposed method for misuse detection is carried out with
KDD99Cup database in order to compare with other machine-learning
methods. The training dataset contains 3342 connections randomly
selected from KDD99Cup database, among which 1705 connections
are normal and the other 1637 connections are intrusion, where three
types of attacks (nepture, smurf, and portsweep) are included. A total
of 41 attributes are included in each connection; however, after the
attribute division described in Section III-B, 113 subattributes are as-
signed to the judgment functions in GNP. After 1000 generations, 3353
rules are extracted. Fig. 12 shows the number of extracted rules versus
generation.

In the proposed data mining algorithm, each rule is extracted only
when it occurs frequently with statistically significant level in the
database. Therefore, each rule is not extracted from each connection,
but from the whole database by taking account of all the connection
data. Therefore, a testing simulation is carried out by the significant
rules extracted from the training database. In this paper, the number

Fig. 12. Number of extracted rules in the misuse detection.

TABLE V
TESTING RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR MISUSE DETECTION

of connections and the number of extracted rules become similar, but
they have no relationship. Actually, in other problems, they are totally
different.

The testing database contains 750 unlabeled normal connections
and 240 unlabeled intrusion connections (the same types as the train-
ing database). The detection results obtained by the proposed misuse
detection classifier are shown in Table V, where T represents the label
of the testing results given by the classifier and C represents the correct
label. Three criteria are used to evaluate our testing results, i.e., DR,
PFR, and NFR. DR means the total DR, PFR means the rate at which
the normal data are labeled as intrusion, and NFR means the rate at
which the intrusion data are labeled as normal.

DR = (746 + 231)/990 = 98.7% (10)

PFR = 4/750 = 0.53% (11)

NFR = 9/240 = 3.75%. (12)

Compared with the results obtained by other machine-learning tech-
niques dealing with KDD99Cup shown in Table VI [31], it is found
that the proposed method for misuse detection provides higher DR
than most of the machine-learning techniques except the combination
method of support vector machine (SVM) with GA and SVM with
fuzzy logic. In the aspect of PFR, the proposed method also shows a
competitive result. In the future work, the combination of our method
with SVM could be considered to improve the performance.

The result of the proposed method is based on one simulation, but
actually in the proposed data mining algorithm, the best individual at
the last generation is not the solution for the testing, which is a differ-
ent mechanism from the general evolutionary computation framework.
The rule extraction is carried out throughout the generations and all
the individuals in a population cooperatively extract many rules. In
addition, GNP can only extract rules that are statistically significant.
Therefore, the effective rules are stably extracted in every simulation.

B. Anomaly Detection

The proposed method for anomaly detection is evaluated by the sim-
ulations with DARPA98 database. The training database is intrusion-
free for the purpose of the anomaly detection. It contains 9137 normal
connection records. After preprocessing, 30 attributes are included in
every connection record. However, after the attribute division, 82 sub-
attributes are assigned to the judgment functions in GNP. After 1000
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TABLE VI
DR AND PFR OBTAINED BY OTHER MACHINE-LEARNING TECHNIQUES

DEALING WITH KDD99CUP DATABASE

Fig. 13. Number of extracted rules in the anomaly detection.

TABLE VII
TESTING RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH k = 0.5 FOR THE

ANOMALY DETECTION

TABLE VIII
TESTING RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH k = 0.7 FOR THE

ANOMALY DETECTION

generations, 5589 rules related to the normal connections are extracted.
Fig. 13 shows the number of extracted rules versus generation, which
indicates that the proposed method can extract rules of the normal
connections efficiently through the generations.

The testing database contains 773 connection records including 194
unlabeled normal records and 579 unlabeled intrusion records. Be-
cause the training database is intrusion-free, all kinds of intrusions
such as back, ipsweep, land, neptune, pod, port sweep, satan, smurf,
and teardrop are considered unknown. After the classification using the
proposed anomaly detection classifier, the testing results under differ-
ent settings of k introduced in Section IV-C are obtained, as shown in
Tables VII and VIII.

DR, PFR, and NFR in the case of k = 0.5 are

DR = (174 + 567)/773 = 95.9% (13)

PFR = 20/194 = 10.3% (14)

NFR = 12/579 = 2.1%. (15)

From Table VII and (13)–(15), we see that high DR and low NFR
are obtained even if the intrusion is unknown, which means that the
intrusion will be treated as normal with low probability. However, the
difficult point is the tradeoff between PFR and NFR because PFR is
high in this case.

In the case of k = 0.7,

DR = (180 + 550)/773 = 94.4% (16)

PFR = 14/194 = 7.2% (17)

NFR = 29/579 = 5.0%. (18)

Table VIII and (16)–(18) suggest that the DR still remains high even
after adjusting k to find the balance between PFR and NFR. Compared
with the method using GP for anomaly detection [21], which provides
the DR around 57.14%, the proposed method can reach a higher DR
94.4% and a reasonable PFR. The most important advantage of our
method is that no preexperienced knowledge is needed. The proposed
method works well without detailed knowledge on the network intru-
sion such as intrusion types. Even without preexperienced knowledge,
the proposed method still provides higher DR, which indicates GNP
could be a potentially effective algorithm for anomaly detection.

In the misuse detection, the features of the known intrusions are
discovered by each method, and then the new connections that include
normal and known intrusion connections are classified into two classes.
Therefore, the aim of the misuse detection is how to extract the features
of the known intrusions and many methods have been proposed. How-
ever, the anomaly detection is a little ambiguous problem because any
knowledge on the intrusion is not obtained in advance and each method
has to classify a new access based only on the deviation from the normal
patterns. In this case, the DR of the unknown intrusion highly depends
on parameters of each method and strictly fair comparison is difficult.
In this paper, we proposed a basic algorithm for anomaly detection
and evaluated its detection ability, but in the future, the combination of
the misuse detection and the anomaly detection should be realized to
evaluate the system as a whole.

C. Analysis on the Parameters of the Fitness Function in the
Misuse Detection

The fitness of an individual has been defined by (6). In this sec-
tion, the fitness control parameters w1 and w2 are changed and the
effectiveness of these two parameters is examined.

Fig. 14 shows the number of rules extracted by the different param-
eter settings after 1000 generations. We find out from the figure that
the higher parameter w1 is, i.e., the lower parameter w2 is, the less
number of rules are extracted after 1000 generations, which shows that
these two parameters can control the number of rules extracted from
the training dataset.

Fig. 15 shows the detection accuracy obtained by the different pa-
rameter settings. We can find from the figure that the larger number of
rules does not always contribute to higher DR. By adjusting the control
parameters w1 and w2 , it is possible to find the balance between the
variety of rules and the high quality of rules that contribute to high
DR. Here, the DR in the misuse detection is as high as 98.7% when
w1 = 0.65 and w2 = 0.35.
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Fig. 14. Number of extracted rules after 1000 generation with different fitness
control parameters.

Fig. 15. Detection accuracy with different fitness control parameters.

TABLE IX
TESTING RESULT OF THE CRISP DATA MINING IN THE MISUSE DETECTION

D. Comparison Between Crisp Data Mining and Fuzzy
Data Mining

To examine the effectiveness of the fuzzy data mining method in
the network intrusion detection, the misuse detection and anomaly
detection without fuzzy mining method (crisp data mining) are carried
out. In the crisp data mining, continuous attributes are divided into
two subattributes (the subattribute greater than or equal to a threshold
and that smaller than the threshold). For each continuous attribute Ai ,
the mean value μi and standard deviation σi are calculated to obtain
the initial threshold θi selected randomly from [μi − σi , μi + σi ]. In
addition, the initial threshold θi is evolved by mutation every generation
in order to obtain more association rules. The evolution of thresholds
is controlled by an additional mutation probability, which is set at 1/3
in this paper.

The testing result of the crisp data mining in the misuse detection is
shown in Table IX, and DR, PFR, and NFR are calculated as follows:

DR = (745 + 228)/990 = 98.3% (19)

PFR = 5/750 = 0.67% (20)

NFR = 12/240 = 5.0%. (21)

On the other hand, the testing results of the crisp data mining with
k = 0.5 and 0.7 in the anomaly detection are shown in Tables X and
XI, respectively.

In the case of k = 0.5, the following results are obtained:

DR = (150 + 575)/773 = 93.8% (22)

PFR = 44/194 = 22.7% (23)

NFR = 4/579 = 0.69% (24)

TABLE X
TESTING RESULT OF THE CRISP DATA MINING WITH k = 0.5 IN THE

ANOMALY DETECTION

TABLE XI
TESTING RESULT OF THE CRISP DATA MINING WITH k = 0.7 IN THE

ANOMALY DETECTION

TABLE XII
COMPARISON OF THE DETECTION ACCURACY BETWEEN CRISP DATA MINING

AND FUZZY DATA MINING IN THE MISUSE DETECTION

TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF THE DETECTION ACCURACY BETWEEN CRISP DATA MINING

AND FUZZY DATA MINING IN THE ANOMALY DETECTION (k = 0.7)

In the case of k = 0.7, the following results are obtained:

DR = (174 + 524)/773 = 90.3% (25)

PFR = 20/194 = 10.3% (26)

NFR = 55/579 = 9.5%. (27)

The above simulation results of the crisp data mining and the fuzzy
data mining in the misuse detection are gathered in Table XII, and those
in the anomaly detection are in Table XIII.

From Tables XII and XIII, we can see that the fuzzy data mining
method contributes to both increasing DR and decreasing PFR and
NFR. The reason why the fuzzy data mining outperforms the crisp data
mining is its characteristic of overcoming a sharp boundary problem.
Fuzzy sets can help to overcome this problem by allowing a continuous
attribute value to be a partial membership of more than one set. There-
fore, data could be the members of more than one set and give more
realistic views on the data. Moreover, the probabilistic node transition
based on the fuzzy membership values contributes to exploring a wide
space of rules and flexibly extracts important rules.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a GNP-based fuzzy class-association-rule mining with
subattribute utilization and the classifiers based on the extracted rules
have been proposed, which can consistently use and combine discrete
and continuous attributes in a rule and efficiently extract many good
rules for classification. As an application, intrusion-detection classifiers
for both misuse detection and anomaly detection have been developed
and their effectiveness is confirmed using KDD99Cup and DARPA98
data. The experimental results in the misuse detection show that the
proposed method shows high DR and low PFR, which are two important
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criteria for security systems. In the anomaly detection, the results show
high DR and reasonable PFR even without preexperienced knowledge,
which is an important advantage of the proposed method. For example,
GNP does not require concrete information of accesses such as the types
of intrusions and system-call-level information to build classifiers.

In order to analyze the proposed method in the intrusion-detection
problem in detail, GNP with fuzzy data mining is compared with that
with crisp data mining, and the result clarifies the necessity to introduce
fuzzy membership functions into GNP-based data mining.

The important function of the proposed method is to efficiently ex-
tract many rules that are statistically significant and they can be used
for several purposes. For example, GNP can extract many rules of nor-
mal connections and known intrusion connections from the training
database in this paper. When we use them for misuse detection, the
matching of a new connection with the normal rules and the intrusion
rules are calculated, respectively, and the connection is classified into
the normal class or intrusion class. When we use the rules for anomaly
detection, only the rules of the normal connections are used to calcu-
late the deviation of a new connection from the normal area. Therefore,
many rules extracted by GNP cover the spaces of the classes widely. In
another application of the data mining of GNP, even if the information
of some attributes in some tuples is missing, GNP can extract rules by
complementing such parts by other attributes [32], [33]. Many statis-
tically significant rules contribute to solving such problem, and it is
useful in the network security field when some information is missing
because of the privacy problems.

In the future, we will focus on building distributions (probability
density functions) of normal and intrusion accesses based on fuzzy
GNP. By using the probability distributions, the data can be classified
into normal class, known intrusion class and unknown intrusion class.
In addition, the new data (testing data) can be labeled as normal or
intrusion with a certain probability, e.g., 95% reliability, by using the
distributions.
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